This study extends the capital-based macroeconomic theory to include international capital flow thus extending it to an open economy and analyze it in the context of the BFH system, Free banking system and 100 per cent reserve ratio. In all these, it was noticed that interest rate would barely change even though the possibility of interest rate changes was not ruled out completely. A test of these systems was conducted on Latvia, Lithuanian, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan and was Baafi et al.; JEMT, 25(1): 1-12, 2019; Article no.JEMT.51160 2 successful. However, it must be noted that these are just proposition as these systems are not in place at the moment. In furtherance to this, past and present monetary system used by the countries exhibited similarities to these systems, even though difference could largely be seen.
INTRODUCTION
Banks and financial institutions have been one of the major sectors that have fuelled economic growth in many countries around the world. In the United States, the contribution of the financial sector amounted to about 1.2 trillion dollars in 2010. This represents about 8 per cent of GDP. In the United Kingdom, the financial sector contribution was about 10 per cent of GDP in 2009 [1] . In recent times financial institutions contribute to economic growth around the globe has averaged about 12 to 19 per cent of the world's GDP [2] . The banking sector which is the main component of the financial institution [3] has offered employment to many people around the world. In the UK, about 1.2 million individuals are employed in the banking sector in 2017 [4] . Other benefits of the banking sector largely include income generation at the micro-level, revenue mobilization at the macro level, foreign exchange earnings, contribution to social and economic infrastructure through co-operating social responsibility, granting of credit facilities to expand business etc [3] .
In Ghana, the banking sector's contribution to growth and development cannot be overemphasized. The banking sector has grown on the average of about 13.1 per cent to 15.1 per cent between April 2017 and April 2018 [5] and its contribution to GDP has increased from 4.4 per cent 2011 to 7.3 per cent in 2015 [6] . In Latvia, Lithuania, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, the banking sector has grown over the years and its contribution GDP has averaged about 10.1 per cent [7, 8] .
Despite these massive contribution and advantages derived from this sector, it has also been one of the sectors which not properly managed could cause a major economic downturn. Banks are faced with problems that can result in this downturn. One of the problems is the self-destructive nature of the artificial booms caused by credit expansion. This is known by De Soto [9] as 'forced savings'. This occurs when there is an increase in the quantity of money in circulation that is not voluntarily backed by saving which is injected into the economy at a point in time. The increase in the quantity of money is supported by the bank's ability to create credit. In this case, at any point in time, the value of credit created by the bank is much higher than the actual physical currency in circulation. If the majority of customers rash to the bank for their monies, there would not be enough currency to serve these customers; thus the bank would have liquidity challenge. De Soto [9] stated that any attempt to increase forced saving without corresponding backing of voluntary saving is condemned to failure and will invariably propel economic crises. For the crises to be halted, the entire process should be accompanied by a simultaneous, independent and spontaneous increase in the voluntary saving of an amount at least equal to the newlycreated banks' credit.
Another problem of banks is the squandering of capital, idle capacity and malinvestment of productive of resources [9] . Credit creation by banks coupled with privilege government grant banks, allowing them to use a fractional reserve of demand deposits enables these banks to launch and attempt to complete series of investment projects which nonetheless could not have come into fruition (example, Biege Capital in Ghana). These investments often throw the banks into liquidity problems and thus a relatively larger group of customers who walk into the banks would pose problems for these bankers because these investments are not easily convertible into liquid assets. Such widespread investment of societies' scare resources would create serious economic crises. At other times these expanded credits are spent in ways that cannot be accounted for by directors of these banks.
The third problem faced by banks and which is self-created is a violation of legal principles.
Hayek [10] stated that whenever a universal legal principle is violated, either through systematic state coercion or governmental privileges or advantages conferred on certain groups or individual, the spontaneous process of social interaction is inevitably and seriously obstructed.
The operations of banks are based on certain laws and principles which when not followed would result in serious problems. Some of these principles include bookkeeping and cashier services, fractional reserves, true financial intermediation (taking deposits and granting loans, holders of bonds), deposits of securities etc. Banks take deposits and grant loans, the results is a different interest rate (profit) between taking deposits and granting loans. If banks decide to stretch these activities without due respect to laws and principles, the results of crises, poverty and hardship instead of wealth creation and prosperity.
These and many other problems faced by banks have resulted in economic crises and recession around the world. A most recent global economic recession occurred in 2008 and it was caused by deregulation in the financial industry [11] . Aside from this, there has been several economic downturns and social hardship and cost caused by the banking sector. In Ghana, for example, a clean-up of the banking sector in 2018 cost the government about 13 billion Ghana Cedis [12] . In Nigeria, the cost of clean-up in the banking sector was about 105 billion Naira [13] . In United Stated the cost of clean was about 160 billion dollars [14] . These crises posed by the banking sector partly results from the easy transfer of international capital across the world. That was why any economic crises in the US could affect the entire world. The banking sector indeed offers many advantages but its problems are also very huge with needs proper management.
The main purpose of the study is to apply theoretical principles in solving these problems faced by the banking sector. The objectives the researchers sought to achieve were to extend the capital-based macroeconomic theory and apply it to the real-world situation using four countries. Specifically, the objectives are i. proposed a theoretical principle based on capital based macroeconomic theory extended with international capital flows, 100 per cent reserve requirement, the free banking system and BFH (Fischer Black, Eugene Fama and Robert Hall) system to help correct the problems of the banking sector. ii. Apply these theoretical extensions to the real-world situation using four economies namely Latvia, Lithuania, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan.
The hypothesis of the study is stated below:
H o : There are no relevance of capital based macroeconomic theory and its extension in solving banking crises H 1 : There are the relevance of capital based macroeconomic theory and its extension in solving banking crises
It must be noted that these hypotheses would not be tested using mathematical procedures. Raw data would be applied to the theoretical extension and face value judgment based on the data would be analysed. Mathematical analyses of the theory would be a subject for future development.
The novelty of this study is the combination of extension of capital-based macroeconomics theory and 100 per cent reserves ratio, BFH system and Free banking system and an application to real-world data. Other papers that have done some extensions [15] have not explored the frontiers to what the authors sought to do. This study starts with briefly explaining 100 per cent reserves ratio, BFH system and Free banking system. It goes on to extend the capitalbased macroeconomic theory to include international capital flow and test the extension in all four countries under consideration. It again then analyze the 100 per cent reserve ratio, free banking system and BFH system as well as the monetary system in all four countries.
LITERATURE REVIEW
This section reviews the literature for the study by defining 100 per cent reserve banking, BFH system and free banking system. The next section also deals with an extension of capital based macroeconomic theory to include international capital flow.
BFH System, 100 Percent Reserve Banking free Banking System
One hundred (100) per cent reserve banking is a practice in which the full amounts of each depositor's funds are available in reserve (as cash or other highly liquid assets) when each depositor had the legal right to withdraw them. As late as the twentieth-century court decision in Europe has upheld the demand for a 100 per cent reserve requirement, the embodiment of the essential element of custody and safekeeping in the monetary irregular deposit [9] . In other words, banks will act as a more or less safe keeping house where agents deposit their monies and withdrawal them as a when needed.
There are historical factors and circumstances which gave rise to the bank-deposit contract with a fractional reserve. These contracts originated from privilege governments granted bankers, allowing them to use in their interest the money of their deposits most often in the form of loans given to the very granter of the privilege, i.e., the government or state. If the government had fulfilled their essential purpose and had adequately defined and defended the property rights of depositors such an anomalous institution would never have emerged. Other criticism against 100 per cent reserve banking includes the need for financial intermediation.
Nevertheless, aside from these criticisms, proponents of 100 per cent banking reserves argue that lack of government-manipulated currency (monetary policy) and the presence of a sound currency (as opposed to an 'elastic' one) are advantages of a 100 per cent reserve system. Another advantage of 100 per cent reserve system includes perfect certainty. As De Soto [9] writes 'if pessimism and the lack of confidence spread, all banks may become insolvent, ending in the disastrous failure of the banking system and the monetary system based on fractional-reserve banking. This instability intrinsic to the fractional-reserve banking system is what makes the existence of a central bank as lender of last resort inevitable, just as the correct functioning of a system of complete banking freedom requires a return of traditional legal principle and thus a 100 per cent reserve requirement'. The 100 per cent reserve requirement will solve the problem of violation of the principle of fractional reserve.
BFH was named to credit Fischer Black, Eugene Fama and Robert Hall, but Greenfield and Yeager modified their ideas and have developed the system. The idea of the BFH system is to define the unit of account physically, in terms of many commodities and not in terms of any medium of exchange which value depends on the regulation of its quantity or its redeemability [16] . The reasoning applies to that of a gold standard but in a more effective sense because the money unit will not be convertible to not a single commodity but with a physically specific bundle of commodities. Because of the almost non-monetary character of the demand and supply of the commodities defining the unit and because of the separation from the medium of exchange, no monetary pressures can exert themselves on the value unit.
The BFH system would virtually get rid of money existing in an explicit quantity. The government will therefore not issue legal-tender status to any particular means of payment, but would only simply put in force contracts which the parties had clear-cut what would comprise achievement. By these prices would be quoted in a defined unit of value. The commodities defining the unit would not have to be storable. With no money quantitatively existing, people make payments by transferring other properties.
Financial intermediaries have been a mix of present-day banks and mutual funds would develop. Payments would be made by checks to transfer suitable value unit of share ownership. These financial intermediaries will seek to attract customers by compiling records of high earnings, safety and efficiency in administering the payment of cheques. What would serve as the hand-to-hand currency of fund share of fluctuating value could take the physical form of coins and circulating paper.
The advantage of the BFH system is that it will not provide a stable unit for pricing, invoicing, accounting, economic calculation, borrowing and lending and writing contracts reaching into the future [16] . Second, the government will come under financial discipline. Again, competition in the free-market economy would ensure innovation in finance and payment system and would ensure the discipline of banks and investment funds.
Free banking is a theory of banking in which markets forces control the provision of banking services, where there is no central bank to protect commercial banks from runs and where money production is unregulated by the government. Under free banking, governmentsupported central banks and currency boards do not exist, banking specific government regulations are either non-existent or not as strict and general commercial laws against fraud, insolvency and bankruptcy apply to banks as they apply to other commercial entities [17] . Unregulated banking services may include the provision of full reserve banking services. In short, under free banking, banks are free, even to engage in fractional reserve banking, but they must redeem their notes or demand deposits on demand, promptly and without cavil, or otherwise be forced to close their doors and liquidate their assets.
There are several strict and important limits on inflating credit expansion under free banking. This may include the build-up of trust and dread bank run (when the clients of a bank, lose confidence in their bank and begin to fear that the bank does not have to ability to redeem their money on demand and depositors begin to rush to their bank to cash in their receipts). Banks cartel could be formed legally under a free banking system but economic incentives will ensure that such cartel will not occur. Rothbard [17] therefore concludes that 'contrary to propaganda and myth, free banking would lead to hard money and allow very little bank credit expansion and fractional reserve banking. The hard rigour of redemption by the one bank upon another will keep anyone bank's expansion severely limited.'
An Extension of Capital Based Macroeconomic Model to Include International Capital Flow
The study turns attention to extending the capital-based macroeconomic model to include international capital flow. Capital-Based macroeconomics is an outgrowth of the Austrian theory of the business cycle-a theory set out in 1913 by Ludwig Von Mises and developed by Friedrich A. Hayek and other in the 1930s. Three elementary graphical devices serve as building blocks for capital-based macroeconomics. These are -the market for loanable funds, the Production Possibilities Frontier and the Intertemporal Structure of Production. The theory shows just how the supply and demand for loanable funds, the production possibility frontier and the intertemporal structure of production relate to another.
When the theory is extended to include international capital flow, how will the interest rate be affected? We assume that international capital flows come in the form of financial aid. As governments' start spending, the capital flows, for instance on the payment of workers' salaries, individuals tend to be the final recipient of these flows thereby increasing their income. If intertemporal preference changes are absent, both the supply and demand for loanable funds shifts rightward. Savers will be supplying increasing amounts of loanable funds out if their increasing incomes, the business community will be demanding increasing amounts of loanable funds. With ongoing shifts in the demand and supply for loanable funds, the equilibrium interest rate remains constant. We started by saying that, governments spend international capital flows in a specific pattern to trigger off these trends. But government expenditure depends on other factors of which two will be consideredmonetary system and budget deficit or financing. If a government is operating a flexible exchange rate, its expenditure will not be constrained by currency readjustment. In this case, the government can allocate international capital flows into sectors of the economy that needs recapitalization. A flexible exchange rate not only accomplishes necessary adjustments of resources allocation in a relatively efficient way but also helps avoid unnecessary adjustment [18] . But if a government is operating a fixed exchange rate, part of the international capital flows will have to be channel into adjustment. But the adjustment is easier than if the country had to adjust to foreign depression under fixable exchange rates.
We assumed previously that, the international capital flow comes in the form of financial aid. But, let's extend to technological or even physical and human capital. In this sense, we are considering both financial capital and physical and human capital. From the theory, technological advance has a direct effect on the Production Possibility Frontier (PPF) and the market for loanable funds. When there is international capital flow in the form of technological innovation in one or few markets, it allows, through resource reallocation, for shifts in the PPF. The demand for loanable funds shifts to the right, as business firms take advantage of technological inflows. The resulting higher incomes cause the supply of loanable funds to shifts to the right and that the interest rate though initially increases becomes indeterminate thereafter. Again, we are back to the point of the unchanging interest rate. It is important to point out that international capital flows in the form of technological advancement affects all stages of the product directly and proportionally so that no reallocation of resources among the different stages is called for. This is because understanding capital combination entails an understanding of the concept of complementarity and substitutability. On the production side, there is deepening of capital structure which led to increased consumption. This is represented by an increase in the area of the triangle.
The Fig. 1 shows how international capital flow in any form can aid in economic advancement not considering the type of exchange rate regime. The international capital flow would shift an economies' production possibility curve to the right. this is because for the PPF curve to shift to the right, there are certain factors such as the discovery of natural resources, improvement in technology, increasing skilled labour, increase in capital goods etc. International capital flows which forms part of capital cause growth according to the basic idea in economics [19] . This is indicated in part E on the diagram. That is the basic theoretical understanding. But the capital inflow has a pass-through mechanism through which such growth could be realized. As explained previously, capital inflows could affect the various stages of production especially if it is creative destruction. Increased inflows would affect both the consumption and production side causing the triangle to expand. In the consumption side, agents would be able to use/spend inflows or capital goods to expand production. Using or spending these inflows entails consumption by production agents. Again, as these agents spend, the expenditure is meant to aid in the production of other goods: both consumable and unconsumable goods. Consumable goods would deepen the consumption side causing it to expand while unconsumable goods will deepen both consumption and production side.
This expansion is shown in diagram D. The diagram above shows a proportionate increase in both the consumption and production sides of the economy. However, such an increase may not be proportionate as expected but depends on the deepening international capital inflows offers for both sides of the economy.
In terms of interest rate adjustment, diagram F indicate that interest rate may not change. This may be because inflows are likely increasing the supply of loanable funds. This supply would intend to create its demand, causing the interest rate to be stable over time. But this consideration is only possible if inflows come in the form of foreign exchange earnings.
Fig. 1. Capital based macroeconomic framework extended with international capital flow
Source: Authors' Construct (2018) All these activities would result in increased creativity, capital accumulation, economic growth and standard of living. International capital flows in different forms such as financial aid and physical and human capital and technological innovation ensures that all 'gaps' are filled. Lewin [20] states that between any two points of time, during which unexpected changes will necessarily have occurred, resources substitution will have been made in an attempt to adjust to the changes. Complementarity is a condition of plan equilibrium (stability), substitutability is a condition of plan disequilibrium (changes). Again, the scope for resources reallocation allows the implementation of technology that is usable only in one or a few stages to have an immediate or nearly immediate impact on current consumption. In this case, the demand for loanable funds rises as producers seek to take advantage of new international capital flow (technology) that directly affects the early stage of production. The interest rate rises but the increased interest rate causes resources not directly involved in implementing the capital flow to be reallocated towards the late and final stages of production, which allows consumers to increase. As income increase and consumption increase, the supply of loanable funds is driven back to the initial level.
In this case, international capital flows under fixed exchange rate tends to inflate the domestic money supply, prices, and production and employment. These changes are not the result of the goods-and-services export surplus but rather a part of the means of bringing the surplus about. Under fluctuating exchange rates international capital flows causes exchange appreciation and an increased export directly. With the money supply remaining under domestic control, this international capital flow will raise prices in the country as individual income increase as explained early on and production and employment increases. What does this mean for government deficit financing? The government will be in the position to increase for example income tax and seeks various ways of widening the tax 'net' to capture the increasing number of people been employed. This will enable the government to raise enough revenue to finance its deficit or better still write it off.
The capital-based macro-economic theory also considers the change in intertemporal preferences. It simply hypothesizes an autonomous economy-wide change in intertemporal preferences: people become thriftier, more future-oriented in their consumption plans. For instance, increasing doubt about the viability of social security cause people to save more for their retirements. More pointedly, the theory suggests that change in intertemporal preference cause the interest rate to change moving upward or downward. That is the change in credit -market conditions result in a decrease in the rate of interest and an increase in the number of funds borrows by the business community. But international capital flow fills the gap between demand and supply of loanable funds bringing interest rate back to its initial point. This is because the public has some set of time preference that determines its willingness to supply loanable funds in the form of saving, including the holding of bank liabilities, as well as its willingness to demand loanable funds from the banking system and/or government.
In general, the quantity supplied of loanable funds (saving) will vary directly with the interest rate. The quantity demand for loanable funds (investment) will vary inversely with the interest rate. Capital flow in the form of financial aid increases the supply of money and the monetary system's role as a supplier of money and the public's role as a demander are an important subset of the broader market for loanable funds. At any point in time, inflows of international capital tend to make up excess demand for loanable funds and will bring the interest rate down. Outflows also tend to reduce the excess supply of money. This will maintain monetary equilibrium.
If monetary equilibrium is maintained, it makes it that much easier for the loanable funds market to smoothly translate time preference into intertemporal exchanges [21] . In this sense, a country operating a fixed exchange rate system tends to depend heavily on monetary policy and is greatly vulnerable to external shocks. This is because, in the situation where there is no international capital flow, the difference in the demand and supply for money cannot be eliminated and the interest rate will tend to widen. However, a country operating a flexible exchange rate may not have these problems but will have to face the problem of reduction in financial transfer due to higher exchange rate volatility and this will also cause a problem for interest rate stability. Table 1 shows the capital flows of all four countries in approximately millions of dollars and interest rate values in percentages. n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n. We could also notice that in the same period International capital flow increased from 226 to 713 million dollars. We then can say that our theory is in line because the rise in interest rate has been reduced by the inflow of international capital bringing it back to almost the initial level. As international capital flow continues to increase to 2247milliion dollars interest rate stay in the range of between 4.9 and 5.5 falling back to its mean value as a marginal increase in inflow occur. Expect for 2008 which is a major outlier largely because of the global financial crises. 
A Test of the Extended Model

METHODOLOGY
This section provides principles in an application of the extension of theory and inclusion of 100 Percent Reserve Ratio, Free Banking System and BFH System. An analysis of the principle is later applied to four economies which all aspects of the theory is applied
Application of an Extension of the Theory and 100 Percent Reserve Ratio, Free Banking System and BFH System
From the explanation above it could, therefore, be stated that interest rate movements are very much affected by International capital flows. With the idea of a free banking system in mind, a lot could be said of interest rate movement again. Based on the explanation of these two concepts given previously, about credit expansion, it could be stated that interest rate would be stable for a long time within the economy or that interest rate changes may be very slow. This is because in terms of 100 per cent reserve ratio, banks will only be seen as a safekeeping house and by that; they can only charge a 'fee' for that duty. The amount of fee accumulated will be the only source through which banks can lend. The right of banks to create deposit will be taken away from them. In terms of a free banking system; banks cannot also expand credit because of 'build-up of trust and dread bank run'. For these reasons, credit expansion and contraction cannot fluctuate unnecessarily and interest rate, once fixed will be maintained for a long time.
International capital flows and taxes received by the government, therefore, becomes a very important source of finance. The pattern of expenditure will determine whether the country will be on a contraction, stationary or expansion path. If the government decides to even out the expenditure between consumption and investment and net investment is zero, then the economy will be on the stationary point. The other two points give a direct contrast to each other.
Growth is depicted by outward shifts in the PPF. As stated earlier on, we can start our analysis by looking at the behaviour of interest rate movement. Again we bring back the assumption of International capital flow in the form of financial aid. The general case will be considered later. Government expenditure of international capital inflows tends to benefits income earners through higher incomes; under 100 per cent reserve ratio, credit expansion may not be possible because increased saving cannot be loaned out. But under free banking system, a marginal increase of loanable funds out of increasing income can occur but this marginal increase will not be enough to cause the interest rate to change. Recall also that we have explained why International capital flows in the form of financial aid will cause an unchanging interest rate with government expenditure benefiting income earners. We can therefore strongly conclude that the interest rate will remain unchanged or slightly fluctuate (down and up) about the existing value. Under the BFH system, the unit of account is defined physically in terms of many commodities and the function of money as a medium of exchange is separated from the unit of account. What this means is that the individual gets increased income from the expenditure of international capital flow is not a single commodity but in different commodities. The business community also borrow is not a single commodity but in different commodities. There will, therefore, be no room for the scarcity of one commodity to drive its price up. The scarcity of one commodity is immediately compensated for by the relative unscarcity of the other commodity. Because the higher price will not be paid for borrowing, again interest rate will remain at the equilibrium point for a long time.
We previously assumed that international capital flows come in the form of financial aid. Let's consider a more general case. That is international capital flows in the form and technological or physical and human capital and financial flows. Again interest rate changes will not occur under the free banking system and BFH system. This is because, even though technological advancement will cause the business community to increase their demand for loanable funds, international capital flow in the form of finance increases money supply because of increased income. Ongoing shifts in the demand and supply of loanable funds will not cause the interest rate to change. Under Free banking system, increases in the demand for loanable funds will not cause banks lending to increase because of the reason given earlier and also because the 'gap' for incentive in increasing borrowing has been consumed away by international capital flows. Under the BFH system, different commodities serve as a medium of exchange and therefore different commodity quantity will be borrowed at any moment in time. Under such as system, no bank could keep more of its note and deposit liabilities in circulation and of its checkable equity accounts outstanding than the public was willing to hold. A temporarily over expanded bank would experience adverse clearing balances and the resulting transfer of both assets and liabilities to banks with which the public was more willing to do business [16] .
Analysis of the 100 Percent Reserves, Free Banking System and BFH System as Well as the Monetary System in the Four Countries
We can then consider how each of the four countries will fair under these systems and their current monetary system.
Lithuania
For some reason not directly connected with trade-in goods and services, there is International capital flow because of relatively higher interest rate or better profit prospects, changes in taxation or other governmental policies in Lithuania. Perhaps the international community is seizing favourable opportunities to float new securities on the Lithuanian market. Starting with international transactions imbalance, the capital movement now means overall disequilibrium in an independently motivated transaction which will eventually come to equilibrium as explained earlier. Under 100 per cent reserve and free banking system, the disequilibrium between demand and supply may not even occur or even if it occurs, it will happen for a very short time. This is because banks tend to quickly absorb any such inflow as soon as possible. Lithuania has in place the currency board and operates a hard peg currency system. That is Lithuania establishes a fixed exchange rate between its litas (national currency) and the dollar. Under such a system, the 'absorption' depressing cash balances effect occurs because of the resulting decline in the money supply available. There is an automatic tendency for saving and investment to be equal at just this right level of the money supply. They are made equal not so much by changes in the level of interest rate, but the explanation hinges on Keynes's 'fundamental psychological law' [16] . The 100 per cent reserve and free banking system seem appealing because the internal adjustment to an external disturbance of any given size can proceed more impersonally and slowly. Under the current monetary system, if revenue and capital flow are not enough to maintain a particular peg, then different peg will have to be set. Government revenue and capital flow, therefore, become important in maintaining the peg because of constrained in government borrowing under the 100 per cent reserve and free banking system. Under the BFH system, these capital flows again come in not in the form of a single commodity, but different commodities. This presents us with the possibility of corrective arbitrage. Much of the arbitrage would no doubt involve the operation of the banks at their clearinghouses in terms of interest rate equilibrium and pegging stabilization. What this means under the current Lithuanian monetary system is that there will no risk of currency crises and a subsequent sharp recession. Again, there will not be a strong dependence of monetary policy because the BFH ignores base moneynothing comparable to gold or to government fiat money as we know today.
Kyrgyzstan
Kyrgyzstan is operating a dirty floating monetary system [22] . That is a system of floating exchange rate in which the government or the central bank occasionally intervene to change the direction of the value of the country's currency. In most instances, the intervention aspect of a dirty float system is meant to act as a buffer against an external economic shock before its effect become truly disruptive to the domestic economy [22] . Under 100 per cent reserve and free banking system, government domestic borrowing will be very limited. The government will, therefore, have to use up its internally generated funds and capital inflow to manage this floating system. How deep or bad the floating is will determine how long the government can hold unto such maintenance. For example, the government can manage a 15 per cent shift in floating than say a 50 per cent shift. Because of government constraint of domestic borrowing, the international capital flow will be used for such purpose. If the government uses much of her capital flow in a short period, it cannot continue to manage anymore. For Kyrgyzstan to continue operating a dirty floating exchange rate system under 100 per cent reserve and/or free banking system, the government should, therefore, more or less 'act' like a 'private individual' whereby she seeks ways of increasing her domestic revenue and attracting more capital flow. Under the BHF system, the problem becomes less severe. Government revenue generation and International capital flow do not come in terms of one single commodity. The part of the floating to be managed by the government is managed in terms of a different commodity. Managing the float in this case just equals to managing the value of the commodity basket used. Kyrgyzstan under the BFH system will have a lesser problem with dealing with their dirty floating system.
Latvia and Kazakhstan
Latvia pegs her currency to the euro and Kazakhstan pegs her currency to the dollar. In effect, both countries are operating a pegged or fixed exchange rate. The main idea is to stabilize the value of their currency against the currency it is pegged to. This makes trade and investment between the two countries easier and more predictable. A similar analysis from the above could be given in this sense but with a slight difference. While the government manages a percentage amount of the currency in the previous case, where the government manages 100 per cent of the currency. What this means is that once the government pegs the currency to either the euro or the dollar, it becomes their sole responsibility to keep the pegged value. Government revenues and International capital flow, therefore, become extremely important. If revenue and capital flow are not enough to maintain a particular peg, then a different peg will have to be set. Pegs will frequently change if revenue and capital flow are not enough and it would have been better off if both countries have not pegged. Of the two countries, under 100 per cent reserve and free banking system, Kazakhstan would have been able to manage it pegs quite well than Latvia because of revenue and capital inflow from the oil sector. Under the BHF system, the problem becomes less severe. Government revenue generation and International capital flow do not come in terms of one single commodity. The pegs to the euro or dollar are done in terms of different commodity value. Maintaining the pegs becomes easier because the increasing commodity value easily makes up for the decreasing one. Once the peg is fixed, the effort will now have to be channelled towards maintaining the value of the fixed basket. Both Latvia and Kazakhstan can, therefore, maintain their peg.
CONCLUSION
This study sought to extend the capital-based macroeconomics theory to include international capital flow, 100 per cent reserve, the free banking system and BFH system and tested the theory using real-world data. From the extension, it was realized that interest rate change may rarely occur. Inflows and outflows will cause an interest rate to be stable. We saw that the extension was quite successfully in all four countries. Under the BFH system, issues of bank crises and bank run could not occur. This is because the main driving force of bank crises (money) would be virtually non-existent. The theory implies that a BFH regime would solve all bank crises been experienced around the world. In the Free Banking system, there could hardly be a general banking crisis. If there would be, only inefficient banks would be forced out of business. This is because every bank has its autonomy to create its money supply. Customers could, therefore, read the signs of bank collapse earlier and exit the banks as early as possible. Early signs of banks collapse would be a continual depreciation and the bank's currency and unstable interest rate on the market. In a 100 per cent reserve requirement regime, there is no problem with bank crises. For countries around the world to prevent banking crises which could lead economic downturns, consideration of these theories should be looked at closely. But it must be stated that these theories would be difficult to apply in a real-world situation. The current economic system could be altered slightly to incorporate aspects of the theory which seem robust to financial crises. There is however some work in the realm of mathematical analysis which needs to be carried out before the application. Future research could consider how mathematics or numerical method could be applied to make real economic predictions about the theories.
